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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
1. Whether the Honorable Judge James S. Sawaya erred in 
refusing to grant a Summary Judgment in favor of Plaintiff and 
in refusing: 
(a) To void the Sheriff's Sale of October 15, 1980; 
(b) To quiet title in the Plaintiff-Appellant; 
(c) The motion for Suiunary Judgment met all the 
requirements of Rule 56 Utah Rules of Civil Procedure; 
(d) The Reply Affidavit did not rise to the level 
necessaryto deny the motion for Summary Judgment. 
2. Whether the Honorable Judge David S. Young erred in 
dismissing the case for failure to prosecute dated September 
30, 1987. 
3. Whether the Judgment of Dismissal should be set 
aside and the case remanded for trial. 
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JURISDICTION 
This Appeal is an appeal of right from a final 
judgment of the Third District Court dated September 30, 
1987, as well as procedural matters within the admini-
stration of the case. 
The Appeal was timely filed on October 28, 1987. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
This action concerns the ownership right of possession 
and quiet title to two tracts of real property located in Salt 
Lake City, Utah, described as follows: 
All of Lot 69 HILLSDALE SUBDIVISION NO. 6 
according to the official plat thereof as 
recorded in the Office of the Salt Lake 
County Recorder; 
Also known as 3020 West 2995 South 
West Valley City, Utah; 
and 
The North 20 feet of Lot 18, all of Lot 19 
and the South 15 feet of Lot 20, Block 1, 
WAVERLY SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof as recorded in the Office of the 
Salt Lake County Recorder; 
Also known as 616 North Colorado Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
(See Amended Complaint: R-5, 6, and 7) 
3. Prior to May 21, 1969, a purchasers1 equity in the 
property described herein was owned by Lester Romero and his 
wife Maxine. (See Amended Complaint R-5, 6, and 7; also 
Maxfield Affidavit R-25, 26, and 27) 
4. On May 21, 1969, Lester Romero and his wife Maxine 
assigned the purchasers1 equity in said property to Beaver 
Investments, a partnership. (See Maxfield Affidavit R-25, 26, 
and 27) 
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5. On or about the same date, Beaver Investments, a 
partnership, assigned the purchasers1 equity in the contract 
to Golden Circle Investments. (See Maxfield Affidavit R-25, 
26, and 27) 
6. On April 9, 1979, Reed Maxfield paid $30,000 to 
Golden Circle Investment at which time the deeds were issued 
to Reed Maxfield. Reed Maxfield paid an additional $20,000 on 
March 20, 1981. (See Maxfield Affidavit R-25, 26, and 27) 
7. On April 9, 1979, concurrent with the payment of 
$30,000 by Maxfield, Lester Romero and Maxine Romero executed 
Quit Claim deeds to the property to Golden Circle Investment. 
(See Maxfield Affidavit R-25, 26, and 27; also R-29 and 30 
Quit Claim Deeds) These documents were recorded on March 20, 
1980. 
8. On the same date of april 9, 1979, Golden Circle 
Investment conveyed the two tracts of real property to 
Maxfield. These deeds were also recorded March 20, 1980. 
(See Maxfield Affidavit R-25, 26, and 27; also Quit Claim Deed 
R-28-30) 
9. Maxfield paid the $20,000 balance on the properties 
on March 25, 1980. (See Maxfield Affidavit R-25, 26, and 27) 
10. On June 29, 1979, the State of Utah, Division of 
Social Services obtained a judgment against Lester Romero. 
11. On August 10, 1980, the State of Utah Department of 
Social Services received a Preacipe requesting an execution 
sale. (R-34) 
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12. The property was sold on October 1, 1980. (R-40) 
13. On August 21, 1980, an Execution on the properties 
was issued by the Salt Lake County Clerk. (R-35) 
14. No notice was ever given the Plaintiff, notwith-
standing he was owner of record of the the properties. (See 
Maxfield R-25, 26, and 27) 
15. No notice was given the judgment debtor. (See 
Maxfield Affidavit, R-25, 26, and 27) 
16. The properties were not posted as required by law. 
(See Maxfield Affidavit, R-25, 26, and 27; also Statement by 
Kent Smith who stated Sheriff gave him the notice R-33) 
17. Maxfield, on March 11, 1981, through counsel, moved 
for summary judgment to set the sale aside. (See R-13) 
18. Defendants Rushton moved to dismiss plaintiff 
Maxfield1s complaint (R-8 and 9) 
19. Henry Nygaard (Defendant1s counsel) submitted an 
affidavit in which paragraph 2 and 3 are heresay and in any 
event irrelevant and incompetent as to any relevant fact. 
20. The Judgment in the Romero Case No. 216937 (R-112) 
makes no reference to fraud and it does impose a lien on any 
real property and certainly not the real property subject of 
the action. 
21. The facts of the Affidavits of Maxfield and Romero 
were not controverted. Sa±d facts established that a contract 
executed May 21, 1969, was assigned by Mesne Conveyances to 
Beaver Investment, a partnership, to Golden Circle Investment, 
and upon payment of $30,000 and $20,000, the properties were 
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conveyed to Maxfield (Maxfield Affidavit R-25, 25, and 27). 
None of these critical facts were even addressed in the 
Nygaard Affidavit. 
22. Subsequently in an Affidavit by Steve Schwendiman 
he acknowledged that he knew that Maxfield was record title 
holder, but he gave Maxfield no notice of the sale (R-105). 
23. A trial was set for January 10-11, 1985 (R-215). 
24. On January 3, 1985, the State of Utah, through 
counsel, asked to have trial continued without date pending 
termination of Maxfield bankruptcy. 
25. Only on the 25th day of February, 1987, was it made 
possible for a trial to proceed by Order of the Bankruptcy 
Court (R-292). 
26. On June 1, 1987, a scheduling order was entered 
setting trial for September 15, 1987, and the preptrial 
hearing for August 31, 1987. 
27. No Court Reporter was present at the pretrial 
hearing and there was no record. (See Maxfield Affidavit). 
28. At a pretrial hearing on August 31, 1987, 
plaintiff1s counsel requested leave to withdraw. The Court 
did not grant leave to withdraw but did enter an Order that 
Plaintiffs causes be dismissed for failure to prosecute. 
29. The plaintiff was ready and willing to proceed with 
trial when Judge Young entered an Order of Dismissal. (See 
Maxfield Affidavit) 
POINT I 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
E^ OINT I 
Early in the case the Plaintiff moved for Summary Judgment 
to quit title and set the sale aside. Plaintiff accompanied the 
motion with Affidavits as well as copies of recorded deeds. These 
documents demonstrated that the title was in the Plaintiff's name; 
Judgment was against a third party; and execution against 
Plaintiff's property was made when there was no judgment lien and 
no order of the Court subjecting Plaintiff's real property to the 
judgment. The Affidavits were not properly controverted and 
Plaintiff feels he should never had Summary Judgment at that time. 
POINT II 
The process of execution on real property to collect a 
Judgment debt is wrongful unless it is in the name of judgment 
debtor or unless there is a lien thereon or unless a fraudulent 
conveyance is a factor. Defendants did not even allege fraudulent 
conveyance. 
POINT III 
Judge Sawaya entered an order early in the case. When 
Plaintiff wished to redeem the propertyr Judge David Dee would not 
grant leave to do so. Defendants claimed that Judge Sawaya's order 
precluded redemption until after final adjudication. 
POINT IV 
The case demonstrated a great deal of activity for six 
months prior to the pre-trial. At pre-trial Judge Young dismissed 
the case for failure to prosecute. This order was apparently 
entered because Plaintiff's Counsel asked for leave to withdraw. 
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The above Summary was inadvertently ommitted. from ihe hi.-;.<:>(. 
filed on March 18, 1980. 
It is requested that the same be attached and inse»ted in 
said brief as Page 9a and 9b. 
DATED this 23rd day of March, 1900. V - - \ 
. _ .-i/i/^li; ^':..<L>£JLL 
Lorin N. Pace 
CERTIFICATE OP MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIiy that I mailed a true and correct ropy of 
the foregoing Summary Argument postage prepaid this 23rd day of 
March, 1988 to: Stephen J. Sorenson, Chief Assistant Attorney 
General, 236 State Capitol Bldg, SLC, Ut. 84114; Bernard Tannet , 
Assistant Attorney General, 236 State Capitol Bldg, SLC, Ut. 04 111; 
Leonard McGee, Assistant Attorney General, 236 State Capitol Bldg, 
SLC, Ut. 84114; Henry Nygaard, Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent. 
333 N. 300 W., SLC, Ut. 84103 
AMJtl tc^i 
[.orin N, Pace 
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THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO GRANT PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 
ARGUMENT: As soon as Plaintiff/Appellant Maxfield learned 
that his property (two houses) had been sold at a sheriff's 
sale, he moved to set the sale aside. He felt that it was 
some kind of mistake and that as soon as it was brought to the 
attention of the Sellers and Buyers, it would all be 
straightened out. Thus, he filed a Motion for Summary 
Judgment (R-13 attached). 
Rule 56(a) and 56(e) state: 
(a) For claimant. A party seeking to recover upon a 
claim, counteclaim or cross-claim or to obtain a declar-
tory judgment may, at any time after the expiration of 
20 days from the commencement of the action or after 
sevice of a motion for summary judgment by the adverse 
party, move with or without supporting affidavits for a 
summary judgment in his favor upon all or any part 
thereof. 
(e) Form of affidavits; further testimony; defense 
required. Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be 
made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts 
as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show 
affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify 
to the matters stated therein. Sworn or certified 
copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to 
in an affidavit shall be attached thereto or served 
therewith. The court may permit affidavits to be 
supplemented or opposed by depositions, answers to 
interrogatories, or further affidavits. When a motion 
for summary judgment is made and supported as provided 
in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the 
mere allegations or denials of his pleading, but his 
response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in 
this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that 
there is a genuine issue for trial. If he does not so 
respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be 
entered against him. 
The plaintiff complied in every respect with the 
requirements of Rule 56 (a) and 56 (e). 
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He provided an Affidavit (Maxfield R-25, 26 and 27) and 
an Affidavit from Lester Romero (Affidavid R-24 and 25), as 
well as certified copies of Quit Claim Deeds recorded March 
20, 1980. 
These documents show the following facts: 
1. Prior to May 21, 1969, Lester Romero and his wife 
Maxine held a purchasers' equity in the described properties 
(See R-5, 6, and 7; also Maxfield Affidavit and attached 
exhibits). 
2. On May 21, 1969, Lester Romero and his wife Maxine 
assigned their purchasers' equity in said property to Beaver 
Investments, a partnership (ibid.). 
3. On or about this same date, Beaver Investments, a 
partnership, assigned their purchaser's equity in the contract 
to Golden Circle Investments (R-ibid.) 
4. On April 9, 1979, Reed Maxfield paid $30,000 to 
Golden Circle Investments at which time the Quit Claim Deeds 
were issued to Gold Circle (See R-29 and 30). These documents 
were recorded March 20, 1980. 
5. Reed Maxfield paid an additional $20,000 on March 
20, 1980 (See R-ibid.) 
6. On the same date (April 9, 1979), Golden Circle 
Investment conveyed the property to Maxfield by Quit Claim 
Deed. 
The facts above referred to if taken as true would con-
firm a valid sale to Maxfield for good and sufficient consi-
deration. The Affidavit of Henry Nygaard is incompetent to 
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testify as to matters contained in paragraphs 2 and 3, and 
even if true is incompetent to show that Maxfield did not buy 
the properties for good consideration. Note: The sale price 
of both properties at the Sheriff's Sale was less than $20,000. 
The Nygaard Affidavit is totally heresay. It did not 
produce the certified record of the Secretary of State; it did 
not produce the certified record of Case 216937 and it did not 
refute any single operative fact dealing with the conclusions 
above. 
Defendants did not ask for leave to later submit 
Affidavits as permitted by Rule 56(f). There just were no 
competent Affidavits submitted. 
The Court has defined what is acceptable and proper in 
an Affidavit in opposition to a Motion for Summary Judgment: 
Affidavits in support of an opposition to a 
motion for summary judgment are admissible unless 
they are not made on personal knowledge; then con-
tents would not be admissible in evidence or the 
affiant was not competent to testify. 
Strange v. Ostlund, 594 P.2d 877 (Utah 1979) 
Treloggan v. Treloggan, 699 P.2d 747 (Utah 1985) 
Also, a supporting affidavit must be based on the 
affiant's personal knowledge and an affidavit based on 
merely his unsubstantiated opinions and beliefs is not 
sufficient. 
Trelogqan v. Trelogqan 699 P.2d 747 (Utah 1985) 
Further, in Nygaards's Affidavit (R-47) in paragraph 3 
thereof, Nygaard states: 
3. The records of the Salt Lake County Clerk1s 
Office were reviewed with respect to the case of the 
State of Utah by and through Utah State Department of 
Social Services vs. Lester Romero aka Ralph G. Romero, 
Civil No. 216937. In that particular action, the State 
of Utah recovered a Judgment against the Defendants in 
the sum of $11,981.21. The particular Judgment was 
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based upon Defendants fraud perpetrated against the 
State of Utah and the fraudulent transfer of lands. 
The Affiant (Nygaard) was incompetent to testify as to 
the facts proposed. He could have attached a certified copy 
of the Findings and Conclusions and Decree in Case No. 216937; 
however, he did not. 
Further, in response to Plaintiff's Request for an 
Interlocutory Appeal, the State of Utah included the Findings, 
Conclusions and the Judgment and Order (R-109 through 114). 
One looks in vain for a Finding or Conclusion in Case No. 
216937 which states or infers a fraudulent transfer of lands. 
CONCLUSION: 
THE AFFIDAVITS OF PLAINTIFF WERE NOT CONTROVERTED AND 
THE SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD HAVE BEEN GRANTED. 
POINT II 
AS A MATTER OF LAW, THE EXECUTION AND SALE OF REAL PROPERTY OF 
RECORD IN PLAINTIFF BY STATE OF UTAH FOR SATISFACTION OF THIRD 
PARTY JUDGMENT WAS IMPROPER AND PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT SHOULD HAVE BEEN GRANTED. 
UCA 1953 as amended, Fraudulent Transfers Sec. 25-1-15 
states: 
Where a conveyance or obligation is fraudulent as 
To a creditor, such creditor, when his claim has 
matured, may, as against any person, except a pur-
chaser for fair consideration without knowledge of 
the fraud at the time of the purchase or one who has 
derived title immediately or mediately from such a 
purchaser: 
(1) Have the conveyance set aside or obligation 
annulled to the extent necessary to satisfy his claim; 
or, 
(2) Disregard the conveyance, and attach, or levy 
execution upon, the property conveyed. 
A purchaser who without actual fraudulent intent 
has given less than a fair consideration for the convey-
ance or obligation may retain the property or obligation 
as security for repayment. 
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The above statute is the only basis for an execution 
issuing against Plaintiff to satisfy a third party1s judgment. 
The problem with the invocation of this statute is that: 
1. Fraudulent conveyance is not alleged by either 
Defendants Rushton or the State of Utah in their Answers (See 
R-64, 65 and 66) or Complaints (See R-53, 54, and 55). 
2. The Affidavits of Plaintiff show a fair considera-
tion. This Affidavit was not controverted by any act. 
3. The Writ of Execution issued against Plaintiff's 
property, without a Judgment against Plaintiff, without a lien 
against the property, and without alleging as an answer, 
fraudulent transfer, is clearly a wrongful execution and 
should be set aside. 
Corpus Juris Secundum: Wrongful Executions Sec. 453: 
A levy is wrongful where: it is made on property of a 
person other than a judgment debtor. . . an execution 
sale may be wrongful because among other things, it 
embraces the property or interest of a person other than 
the execution debtor. . . 
CONCLUSION: 
THE COURT ERRED IN THE DENIAL OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
A SUMMARY JUDGMENT. JUDGMENT SHOULD HAVE BEEN GRANTED ON THE 
PLEADINGS. 
POINT III 
THE COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO GRANT AN ORDER ALLOWING 
REDEMPTION OF THE REAL PROPERTY. 
Judge James S. Sawaya entered an Order dated April 1, 
1981, resulting from a hearing on March 26, 1981, on Plain 
tiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and for Order Extending 
Time for Redemption (R-62). Said Order stated: 
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3. Plaintiff's Motion to Extend Time for 
Redemption of Property is granted to a period of six 
months following the final adjudication of plaintiff's 
rights in the property. 
There was no question but that Plaintiff was record 
title holder at time of sale. Plaintiff's action before the 
Court was to rescind or set sale aside. Such action never 
affected the right of redemption. It was only meant to pre-
serve the right of redemption in the Plaintiff. 
Rule 69, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 69(G) states: 
(f) Redemption from sale. 
(1) Who may redeem. Property sold subject to 
redemption, or any part sold separately, may be redeemed 
by the following persons or their successors in inter-
est: (1) the judgment debtor; (2) a creditor having a 
lien by judgment or mortgage on the property sold, or on 
some share or part thereof, subsequent to that on which 
the property was sold. 
Clearly the Plaintiff had a lien by record title or, was 
the "debtor" against whom the execution was levied. According-
ly, Plaintiff had a right to redeem. 
Pursuant to the Order of Judge James S. Sawaya, the 
Plaintiff moved the Court for an Order providing for Redemp-
tion from Sheriff's Sale (R-216-218) supported by an Affidavit 
(R-219-222). 
The redemption of the properties was opposed by Defen-
dants Rushton (R-237, 238, and 239). 
Judge David Dee took the matter under advisement (R-230) 
and never ruled, thus precluding the Plaintiff from redemption. 
Judge Sawaya had full authority to extend date of redemp-
tion. 
A Court, sitting in equity, may in appropriate 
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instances extend the period for redmeption from sales 
or execution. 
Mollerup v. Storage Systems International 569 P.2d 
1122 (Utah 1977) . 
CONCLUSION: 
PLAINTIFF HAD PRESERVED TO HIM BY THE ORDER OF JAMES S. 
SAWAYA THE RIGHT OF REDEMPTION. BY THE FAILURE OF JUDGE DAVID 
B. DEE TO RULE, THE PLAINTIFF WAS EFFECTIVELY PRECLUDED FROM 
REDEMPTION TO HIS SUBSTANTIAL PREJUDICE. 
POINT IV 
THE COURT ERRED IN ENTERING AN ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF THE 
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT FOR "FAILURE TO PROSECUTE". 
On December 10, 1984, the Plaintiff filed a Petition in 
Bankruptcy (R-260-261). 
Defendant State of Utah filed with the Court, a Notice 
of Chapter 11 Federal Bankruptcy Filing and moved to stay 
proceedings (R-258 and 259). This stay was requested by 
Defendant State of Utah and not by Plaintiff. 
A Certificate of Readiness was filed November 16, 1986 
(R-268-270). 
An Objection to Certificate of Readiness was filed 
November 28, 1986 (R-268-270). 
Motions to Amend Complaint and Answer and Counterclaim 
were filed and scheduled to be heard on June 1, 1987, motions 
and pleadings to be terminated by August 17, 1987, and case 
set for trial September 17, 1987 (R-310-311). 
Plaintiff's Amended Complaint as answered by State of 
Utah on August 10, 1987 (R-322-328). 
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On August 14, 1987, Defendants Rushton filed Response to 
Plaintiff's Amended Complaint (R-390-394). 
On August 17, 1987, pending motions were disposed of 
(R-424). 
List of Witnesses was provided by State of Utah on 
August 20, 1987 (R-425-426). 
A pretrial hearing was held on August 31, 1987, prepara-
tory to the trial which was set for September 15, 1987. 
On the 31st day of August, 1987, Charles Brown and 
Jeffrey Brown filed a Motion to Withdraw as counsel for the 
Plaintiff. 
This motion was not heard nor argued nor was it granted. 
Rules of Practice, District and Circuit Court provides: 
Rule 2.5. Withdrawal of counsel. 
When an attorney withdraws as counsel of record, 
written notice of the withdrawal must be served upon the 
client of the withdrawing attorney and upon a LI parties 
not in default and a certificate of service must be 
forthwith filed with the court. An attorney may not 
withdraw without an order of the court where such 
withdrawal would result in a delay of trial. If a trial 
date has been set, the notice of withdrawal served upon 
the client shall include a notification of the trial 
date. 
When an attorney dies or is removed or suspended 
or withdraws from the case or ceases to act as an 
attorney, the party to an action for whom such attorney 
was acting, must before any further proceedings are had 
against him, be required by the adverse party, by 
written notice to appoint another attorney or to appear 
in person. 
There was not a court reporter present at the pretrial; 
however see Minute Entry R-437: 
Based upon plaintiff's Motion (plaintiff's 
attorney's motion) to withdraw from the case and 
plaintiff's failure to prosecute the case, the court 
orders the case is hereby dismissed. Mr. Nygaard to 
prepare order of dismissal. 
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No one had moved the Court for a dismissal and the 
previous six months since lifting the stay were replete with 
activity. And the Order to Dismiss was given at a pretrial 
hearing. For such an order to be based on the fact that 
plaintiff's counsel desired to withdraw and for failure to 
prosecute when the case was ready for trial was highly 
prejudicial to the Plaintiff. 
This Court has said: 
Whether there is a justifiable excuse to explain 
delays in the prosecution of an action so as to avoid 
dismissal is to be determined by considering the conduct 
of both parties, the opportunity each has had to move 
the case forward and what they have done about it, what 
difficulty or prejudice may have been caused to the 
other side by any delay, and, most importantly, whether 
injustice may result from the dismissal. Westinghouse 
Elec. Supply Co. v. Paul W. Larsen Contractor, 544 
P.2d 876 (Utah 1975). 
The Court also said: 
The disposition of a motion to dismiss for 
failure to prosecute rests with the sound discretion of 
the trial court, and a ruling will not be upset absent a 
showing of abuse of that discretion. Wilson v. 
Lambert, 613 P.2d 765 (Utah 1980). 
In this case there was no failure to prosecute except 
during a two-year period when Plaintiff was in bankruptcy. 
After the stay was lifted, there was a flurry of legal 
activity between February, 1987 and August 31, 1987, when the 
case was dismissed. 
From the Minute Entry it would appear that the case was 
dismissed ostensibly for failure to prosecute—really an 
impatience with counsel for filing a motion to withdraw on the 
same date as the pretrial. 
-18-
The Plaintiff was ready, willing, and able to try the 
case, even in the absence of counsel. To punish the Plaintiff 
for the abuse of counsel is an abuse of discretion. 
WHEREFORE: 
1. PLAINTIFF PRAYS THE COURT FOR A DECREE AWARDING TO 
PLAINTIFF SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS PRAYED IN PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT DATED MARCH 11, 1981; AND 
2. AN ORDER REMANDING THE CASE TO THE DISTRICT COURT 
FOR TRIAL OF ALL REMAINING ISSUES. 
DATED THIS 18th day of March, 1988. 
Re spec tful ly^ -Submi tted, 
Lori m V(\ Pace 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of March 1988, 
I mailed, postage prepaid, four copies of the foregoing Brief 
of Appellant to Counsel for the State of Utah and Counsel for 
Respondents Rushton at the addresses shown on the cover of 
this Brief. 
dl/k^. 
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ADDENDUM 
LORIN N. PACE #2498 
PACE, KLIMT, WUNDERLI & PARSONS 
1200 University Club Building 
136 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-1300 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
-oOo-
REED MAXFIELD, ] 
Plaintiff, ] 
-vs- ] 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants, 
OWEN A, RDSHTON and CAROL RUSHTON, ] 
his wife. 
-vs-
STAIE OF UTAHf BY AND THROUGH UTAH 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, 
Third Party Defendants, ; 
STATE OF UTAH, BY AND THROUGH UTAH ] 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, 
Third Party Defendant ] 
Third Party Complainant, 
-vs- ] 
REED MAXFIELD, ] 
Plaintiff and ] 
Third Party Defendant. 
i MOTION FOR ORDER PROVIDING 
) FOR REDEMPTION FROM 
1 SHERIFF'S SALE AND FOR 
) ORDER FIXIN3 AMOUNT 
i Civil No. 80-8167 
uoosis 
n" tftJtj&J <^u/ryZ^*'*-* 
Pursuant to the Order of the Court signed by the Honorable Judge Sawaya 
on the 8th day of April, 1981, and based upon Rule 69(f) 1, 2, 3, and 6 Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff prays for an Order providing that the 
redemption may be made by payment into Court of the following amounts: 
PROPERTY A PROPERTY B 
3020 West 2995 South 616 Colorado St, 
Original Purchase $ 7,979.39 $ 7,979.39 
Plus 6% Rule 69(3) 478.76 478.76 
Plus expenses 7,075.47 1,180.00 
Mortgage, insurance & taxes 2,813,00 3,888.00 
Total Redemption under Rule 68 $18,346.62 $13,526.15 
Less rent collected 6,390,00 8,420.00 
Net deposit required $11,956.62 $ 5,106.10 
Plaintiff moves that the redemption amount be fixed at $11,956.62 and 
$5,106.10 respectively. 
Plaintiff further moves that he be allowed to pay these sums into Court 
for disposition at the termination of these proceedings, based upon findings 
and Order of the Court. 
Plaintiff alleges that he believes that the Defendants Rushton should 
be charged the amount of $16,400.00 for each house as reasonable rental and in 
the final disposition of this cause Plaintiff should be given total credit for 
this amount. For the purpose of this Motion, however, Plaintiff proposes to 
treat only rents received as an offset. 
Plaintiff further moves the Court for an Order providing for a 
sheriff's deed of redemption to the Plaintiff upon payment of the above sums 
into Court. 
DATED this day of /[J ^-^ ' , 1984. 
PACE, KLIM^-WUNDEELI & PARSONS 
Lorin N. Pace 
LORIN N. PACE #2498 
PACE, KLIMT, WUNDERLI & PARSONS 
1200 University Club Building 
136 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-1300 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
-cOo-
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
OtfEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and CAROL RUSHTON, 
his wife, 
-vs- ; 
STATE OF UTAH, BY AND THROUGH UTAH 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, 
Third Party Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH, BY AND THROUGH UTAH j 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, ] 
Third Party Defendant ; 
Third Party Complainant, ; 
-vs-
rlED MAXFIELD, ; 
Plaintiff and ; 
Third Party Defendant. ; 
1 AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
• MOTION TO PROVIDE FOR 
1 REDEMPTION AND FIXING AI'OJNT 
) REQUIRED FOR SAID REDEMPTION 
Civil No. 80-8167 
U00213 
n*"***-* ^LttyO&xJ 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Lorin N. Pace being first duly sworn on his oath deposes and says: 
1. He is counsel for the Plaintiff in the above entitled action and is 
a party who is aware of and has knowledge as to the following facts. 
2. The real property concerned in this lawsuit consists of two houses 
located at 3020 West 2995 South, West Valley City, and 616 Colorado Street, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, 
3. These properties were sold at a sheriff's sale on the 1st day of 
October 1980 for the sum of $7,979,39 for each of the hemes, making a total 
of $15,958.78. 
4. At the time of the sale the property was of record in the name of 
the Plaintiff. 
5. This action was initiated by the Plaintiff for the purpose of 
setting the sale aside. A Motion for a Summary Judgment was filed before 
Judge Sawaya of the Third Judicial District Court and Summary Judgment 
requested setting the sale aside or in the alternative granting an Order 
providing that the right of redemption of the property would not expire until 
six (6) months after the final decision in the above entitled case. 
Consequently the right of redemption is still in existance in the case. 
6. The Plaintiff at this time desires to redeem the property and does 
by tiiese presents tender to the Court the amount set forth in the Motion to 
fix redemption amount and allcw for payment of the same into Court and for 
redemption. This amount being in the amount of $11,956.62 and $5,106.10 
respectively. These figures are taken frcm the sheriff's report of sale 
, v •»<o o r>« 
(copy attached hereto), six percent (6%) interest addition pursuant to Rule 
69(3) Utah Rule of Civil Procedure. 
7. In addition to the sums set forth above the statute provides that 
the purchaser at a sheriff's sale shall be entitled to be reimbursed for 
their expenses incurred by the purchasing parties are set forth on Exhibit 
P-l which is the summary of the expenses made on the two hones as given by 
Defendants Rushton and is an Exhibit to Defendant Rushton1s deposition. The 
amount of mortgage payments, insurance and taxes are further set forth in the 
Motion and are itemized on Exhibit P-l attached hereto. 
8. The rents collected on each of the properties which should be 
deducted from the total expenditure of each property is also set forth on 
Exhibit P-l here attached. Total amount less offsets therefore is in the 
amount of $11,956.62 on the property located in West Valley City and the 
amount of $5,106.10 on the property located at 916 Colorado Street in Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
9. The properties are not being administered such as to bring a 
maximum or even an optimum return, Defendant Rushton having testified in his 
deposition (page^l of Owen Rushton depositon attached hereto) that he is not 
renting the Colorado Street property because he was advised by counsel not to 
do so until the final termination of this cause. 
10. Upon information and belief the Plaintiff believes that the 
reasonable rental value of the Colorado street property is in the amount of 
$350.00 per month which amount is being lost each month because of the 
refusal of the Defendant Rushton to rent the property and maximize the income 
therefrom. 
000221 
11. Further the property is being abandoned and neglected and vandalism 
is occurring on the property and the neighbors in the vicinity have 
petitioned the city to take some action because of the neglect of the 
property. See the attached Affidavits. 
12. Salt Lake City Corporation has served upon the Plaintiff (believing 
the Plaintiff to be the cwner thereof) a notice of condemnation of the 
property resulting also frcm its condition and the failure of the Defendants 
to properly administer the properties. 
DATED this ^ 1 day of AJ ^ ^ ' , 1984. 
*IN N. PACE 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this cL I day of FJ u v ' 1984 3 \  tiOV* 
Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 
Residing At: <£.<-.<! oT< 
OOGM- re* 
tori 4 » r W 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT „.-
HENRY S. NYGAARD, ESQ. 
Attorneys for Defendants
333 North 300 West 
Salt Lake City, DT 84103 
Telephone: 328-2506 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, 
STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and CAROL 
RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and CAROL 
RUSHTON, his wife, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, by and through 
Utah State Department of Social 
Services, 
Third Party Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH, by and through 
Utah State Department of Social 
Services, 
Third Party Defendant 
and Third Party Complaintant, 
vs. 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff and 
Third Party Defendant. 
DEFENDANT RUSHTONS OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
ORDER PROVIDING FOR REDEMP-
TION FROM SHERIFF'S SALE 
AND FOR ORDER FIXING AMOUNT 
C i v i l No. 80-8167 
Judge Lav id ^zs> 
00023*7 
- l -
The defendant, Rushton, by and through their counsel, 
Henry S. Nygaardf objects to the Plaintiff's Motion upon the 
following grounds: 
1. The motion has not been timely filed in that the 
defendants have not had five days notice and therefore have not 
had adequate time to properly prepare for the court appearance. 
2. Counsel for defendant Rushton has a court appearance 
at 9:00 a.m. in the Provo District Court and cannot therefore 
appear before this honorable court. The matter in the Fourth 
Judicial District Court has been set for approximately six weeks 
and therefore cannot be changed at this time. 
3. By prior Court Order dated April, 1981, by the 
Honorable Judge James Sawaya, the court ruled as follows: 
"It is ordered: 
(1) Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is denied. 
(2) Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
denied. 
(3) Plaintiff's Motion to Extend Time for Redemp-
tion of the Property is granted for a period 
of six months following the final adjudication 
of the plaintiff's rights in the property. 
(4) Rents from the property during the pendency 
of this action shall be received and retained 
by the defendant subject to an accounting at 
final disposition of the case." 
4. The trial of this particular matter has been sche-
duled for January, 1985, and therefore there is no justifyable 
need for the court at this time to fix amounts of money with 
respect to the properties in question. 
0002 
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5. The plaintifffs motion in inappropriate in that the 
plaintiff's theory of his complaint and the basis for the trial 
to be heard in January is that the execution upon the property 
was invalid and therefore no Sheriff's Deed could be properly 
delivered. No deed has in fact been delivered, therefore, no 
right of redemption exists. 
Under these circumstances, the motion of the plaintiff 
should be dismissed with prejudice. 
DATED This <£' day of November, 1984. 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT 
1 ^ : ^ * ~ ^ 
H e n r y ' s . Nygaard 
Attorney for Defendant Rushton 
000229 
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Minute Book Form 103 THIRD JUDICIAL DI5THICT 
County of Salt Lake - State of Utah 
vf-tltc* 
Plaintiff 
CASE NO: 
Defendant 
Type of hearing: Div. 
Present: * Pltf ^ 
P.Atty: W ^ i v i ^ \<^<J^ </ 
D. Atty: 
Annul.. 
Deft._ 
Supp. Order. OSC. Other, 
Sworn & Examined 
Pltf: 
Others: 
Summons. 
Waiver 
Stipulation. 
Publication. 
Deft: 
• Default of Pltf/Deft Entered 
Date: l('lcS4 
Judge: OG^ilz^-. 
Clerk: 4 - i ^ u j i l t ^ 
Reporter: 
Bailiff: H -l/Ow- S u , r - r ^ 
ORDERS: 
D Custody Evaluation Ordered 
• Visitation Rights 
• Custody Awarded To 
• Pltf/Deft Awarded Support $ x 
• Pltf/Deft Awarded Alimony $ 
• Payments to be made through the Clerk's Office:. 
a Per Month 
Per Month/Year • Alimony Waived 
• Atty. fees to the. 
• Home To: 
in the amount of. • Deferred 
• Furnishings To: 
• Each Party Awarded their Personal Property 
. Automobile To: 
• 
• 
• 
• Pltf/Deft. Granted Judgment for Arrearage in the Sum of $. 
• 90-Day Waiting Period is Waived 
1] Divorce Granted To 
Pltf/Deft. to Maintain Debts and Obligations 
Pltf/Deft. to Maintain Insurance on Minor Children 
Restraining Order Entered Against. 
As 
• Decree To Become Final: • Upon Entry 
• Former Name of 
• 3-Month Interlocutory 
Is Restored 
• Based on the failure of Deft to appear in response to an order of the court and on motion of PItfs counsel, court 
orders / shall issue for Deft 
Returnable. . Bail. 
• Based on written stipulation of respective counsel/motion of Plaintiff's counsel, and good cause appearing therefor, 
court orders the above case be and the same is hereby dismissed without prejudice. 
ET Based on wtiium bliptriataon of respective counsel/myiiun uf Plaintiffs counsel, court orde rs 
fn^tn> CU^ ^XfcCflv- Q^rin^U/Nq, <H>r Yzd&v^Q "HcK -HJ^CVI t SW^m^ S a l c ^ Q/wA O/iA- CvrJkir- '^V)C~l f- £ V ^ K : j^a- -kki Uyfrflfl'/" (\C$.ifl<ieAM£M)r. 
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Chapter 11 
United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah -p 
Division 
i re 
C INDIVIDUAL 
REED R. MAXFIELD 
Q JOINT PETITION 
10 u 
DO NOT^GOMPLETE ABOVE 
• FOR COURT USE ONLY • 
lebrorfs) [include here all names used by debtor(s) within last 6 
ears] 
ocial Security No(s). \)52S * ^ 0 - (sC^iX 
Case No. 
.ss 
v> 
O O A fe_35 f } f \ -i 
RELIEF ORDERED 
VOLUNTARY PETITION — CHAPTER II 
1. Petitioner's* mailing address, including county, is . . . .410. £*}st# .7620. South ^Midya le , , 
S a l t , Lake. County.* .y.tal). . 8.4Q47 
2. Petitioner has resided [or has had his domicile or principal place of business or has had his principal 
assets) within this district for the longer portion of the preceding 180 days than in any-other district. 
3. Petitioner is qualified to file this petition and is entitled to the benefits of title 11, United States Code as 
a voluntary debtor. 
4. Petitioner intends to file a plan under Chapter ll f Bankruptcy Code. 
5. [If Petitioner's debts are primarily consumer debts.] Petitioner is aware that (s)he may proceed under 
chapter 7, 11 or 13 of title 11, United States Code, understands the relief available under each such chapter, and 
chooses to proceed under chapter 11 of such title. 
6. [If Petitioner's debts are primarily consumer debts and such petitioner is represented by an attorney.] 
A declaration or an affidavit in the form of Exhibit **B" is attached to and made a part of this petition. 
7. [If Petitioner's debts are primarily consumer debts.) Petitioner has rea^and signed the Clerk's Notice 
to Individual Consumer Debtors and attached the same to this petition. 
'Singular includes the plural. C*X C*\ ^ / ^ 
Address:. 1 P 6 . . E a s . t . S9H?h. Temple //1200 
S a l t Lake .C i ty , .U tah .841.11 
(Petitioner >ijn% if not rtpft\emcd b\ uiornty.} 
Petitioner 
Reed R. Maxfield 1'NVc, 
tare under penalty of r*rJufy thai ihe foregoing is iruc n d correal. 
ccutcc on 
Signature 
Signature 
, the petitioner**) named in the foregoing petition, 
MRft^M..^ 
Pnmoner 
FILED IN CLERK'S CrTICE 
SALT [.?•*-. C: :j ,:r-' . 'JTAH 
DAVID L. WILKINSON , „ .«,,. 
Attorney General JAN 3 *t 54 m '33 
BERNARD M. TANNER 
Assistant AttorneyHGi?reiral i:.*.?;-** 
STEPHEN SCHWENDIMAN, '"" '"'"' "'""' 
Assistant Attorney0Generalvu - • } iL — ^  
236 State Capitol 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114 
Telephone: 533-5007 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH! 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and CAROL ) 
RUSHTON, his wife, ) 
Defendants. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and CAROL ) 
RUSHTON, his wife, ) 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, by and 
Utah State Department 
Services, 
Third Party 
through ) 
of Social ) 
Defendants) 
STATE OF UTAH, by and through ) 
Utan State Department of Social ) 
Services, ) 
Third Party Defendant") 
and Third Party Com- ) 
plainant, ) 
vs. 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff and ) 
Third Party Defendant ) 
NOTICE OF CHAPTER 11 
FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY COURT 
Civil Number 80-8167 
COMES NOW Bernard M. Tanner, and Stephen G. 
Schwendiman, Assistant Attorneys General, on behalf of the State 
of Utah, by and througn Utah State Department of Social Services, 
the Third-Party Defendant and Third-Party Complainant in this 
case, and herewith file a copy of the notice said defendant 
received from the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Central District 
of Utah as filed under Chapter 11, Bankruptcy 84A-03391 as filed 
by the plaintiff herein on or about December 10, 1984; and said 
defendant respectfully moves a continuance of the trial date 
without date, pending the outcome of this action in Federal 
Court. 
DATED this ^^^L day of January, 1985. 
c^~ .—,,—7 
BERNARD M. TANN-ER 
Assistant Attorney General 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that I mailed a true and exact copy of the 
foregoing Amended Counter-Claim to tne following individuals: 
Henry S. Nygaard 
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke and Vincent 
Attorneys for Defendants 
333 North 300 West 
Salt Lake City, Utan 84103 
Lorin N. Pace 
Pace, Klimt, Wunderli and Parsons 
1200 University Club Building 
136 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
DATED this J^i_L day of January, 1985. _ 
/ 
ibi*, \)T*V 
LiLU 
C-&&?***'*<& _ 
Charles C. Brown 
Jeffrey B. Brown 
BROWN 8c BROWN, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
2000 Beneficial Life Tower 
36 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 355-9 333 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ooOoo 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
-•'^'diV* 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, BY AND THROUGH 
UTAH STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL SERVICES, 
Third Party Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH, BY AND THROUGH 
UTAH STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL SERVICES, 
Third Party Defendant 
and Third Party 
Complainants, 
vs 
OBJECTION TO 
CERTIFICATION OF 
READINESS FOR TRIAL 
Civil No. 80-8167 
GU 
REED MAXFIELD, : 
Plaintiff and : 
Third Party Defendant, 
00O00 
Charles C. Brown as counsel for Utah's Great Game Preserves, 
a Chapter 11 debtor - for this purpose only files this objection: 
1) Reed Maxfield filed a Chapter 11 in 1985 and the 
confirmed Plan of Reorganization transfers this claim to Utah's 
Great Game Preserves. 
2) A Motion to Amend Maxfield's pleadings was pending 
when Maxfield filed his petition. Before proceeding, the 
pleadings should be amended to add claims against the State and 
Stephen C. Schwendiman. 
3) Discovery is not complete. Depositions need to be 
taken of the secretary to Stephen C. Schwendiman, who is the 
daughter of the Rushtons who bought the homes at the Sheriff's 
sale conducted by Schwendiman. A deposition needs to be taken of 
the Sheriff serving the notices at the property. A deposition 
need to be taken of an assistant County Attorney having relevant 
knowledge of certain issues. Interrogatories need to be served 
and answered. Documents need to be produced. 
4) A stay in the Bankruptcy is effective to date. 
5) This ictorney has not had time to familiarize 
himself with the case in order to have effective settlement 
discussions. Further, an agreement between Maxfield, Utah's 
2 
^ 
Great Game Preserves and counsel need to be finalized, 
DATED this j^ jf day of November, 19 86. 
t S ^ - ^ 
zz. 
,<i vr<^7 
Charles C. Brown 
riLivitu 
..•n « %t r w 
Sail <_~ . C*)' ~V Uia^ 
JUN 8 1987 
HENRY S. NYGAARD, ESQ. (#2435) 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT 
Attorneys for Defendants 
333 North 300 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
Telephone: (801) 328-2506 
\ ^ C -J ^t ^ouri 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants. 
AMENDED ORDER SCHEDULING 
MOTIONS, AMENDMENTS, 
DISCOVERY AND TRIAL DATE 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Third Party 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, by and through 
UTAH STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL SERVICES, 
Third Party 
Defendant, 
Civil No. 80-8167 
Judge: David Young 
STATE OF UTAH, by and through 
UTAH STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL SERVICES, 
Third Party Defendant 
and Third Party 
Complainant, 
-1- 0003 
r5 O 
vs. 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff and Third 
Party Defendant, 
The defendants1 Amended Notice of Hearing on Motion For 
Immediate Trial Date and Notice of Hearing on Motion of Defendants 
to Amend Their Answer and Counterclaim and Plaintiff's Motion to 
Amend His Complaint came on for hearing before the Honorable David 
Young on Monday, June 1, 1987, at 9:00 a.m. pursuant to lawful 
notice. Plaintiff was represented by Charles Brown and Jeffrey 
Brown. The defendants Rushton were represented by Henry S. 
Nygaard of the law firm of Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent. The 
State of Utah, third party defendant, were represented by Henry S. 
Nygaard at this hearing. The parties, by and through their coun-
sel, stipulated that an order be entered as follows: 
1. Plaintiff shall file a reply to the defendant 
Rushtonsf Amended Answer and Counterclaim. 
2. All motions, amendments to pleadings, and discovery 
shall be completed prior to August 17, 1987. 
3. This matter shall be set for a three-day jury trial 
commencing Tuesday, September 15, 1987, at 10:00 a.m. 
DATED this V__^day of June, 198". 
BY THE COURT: 
c r< ^
 / / 
Chapter 11 
United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah -r 
Division 
n re 
C INDIVIDUAL 
REED R. MAXFIELD 
D JOINT PETITION 
10 u 
M DO NOT-GQMPLETE ABOVE 
• FOR COURT USE ONLY . 
Jebror(s) [include here all names used by debtor(s) \Mthin last 6 
ears] 
SocialSecuru> No(s), \)52S - 0*0- QO^X 
Case No. 
< d. /- r\ O O A 
\j o O 01 
BELIEF ORDERED 
VOLUNTARY PETITION - CHAPTER 11 
1. Petitioner's* mailing address, including county, is . . A\9. . E a s P . 7.620, South* .Midyale,, 
_ S a l t , Lake. County.* .Utal) . . .84QA7 
2. Petitioner has resided [or has had his domicile or principal place of business or has had his principal 
assets) within this district for the longer portion of the preceding 180 days than in any .other district. 
3. Petitioner is qualified to file this petition and is entitled to the benefits of title 11, United States Code as 
a voluntary debtor. 
4. Petitioner intends to file a plan under Chapter 11, Bankruptcy Code. 
5. [If Petitioner's debts are primarily consumer debts,] Petitioner is aware that fs)he may proceed under 
chapter 7, 11 or 13 of title 11, United States Code, understands the relief available under each such chapter, and 
chooses to proceed under chapter 11 of such title. 
6. [If Petitioner's debts are primarily consumer debts and such petitioner is represented by an attorney.] 
A declaration or an affidavit in the form of Exhibit tlB" is attached to and made a part of this petition. 
7. [If Petitioner's debts are primarily consumer debts.] Petitioner has read and signed the Clerk's Notice 
to Individual Consumer Debtors and attached the same to this petition. \/\*) 
•Singular includes the plural. f^x C\ ^ / ^ / 
(Auornes for Petitioner!*)! 
Addre-v 136 Easc South Temple #1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
{Petitioner »i^ n* if not represented b\ attorney J 
I tte Peed R. Maxfield 
^ lare under penalty of r***JuO ih«** , n c foregoing is true "nd correal 
I *c\>ucu on S t a t u r e 
Signature 
. the petitioner^) named in the foregoing petition, 
o 
Petiti >ner 
DAVID L. WILKINSON # 3 4 7 2 
A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l 
STEPHEN J . SORENSON #3049 
C h i e f , A s s i s t a n t A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l 
L i t i g a t i o n D i v i s i o n 
BERNARD M. TANNER #3185 
A s s i s t a n t A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l 
LEONARD E. McGEE #2185 
A s s i s t a n t A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l 
A t t o r n e y s f o r t h e S t a t e of Utah 
236 S t a t e C a p i t o l B u i l d i n g 
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84114 
T e l e p h o n e : (801) 53 3 - 5 2 6 1 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, ] 
P l a i n t i f f , 
V . 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and CAROL RUSHTON, ] 
LYLE SUMMERS, THE STATE OF UTAH, ] 
and JOHN DOES 1 and 2 , 
D e f e n d a n t s . ] 
) ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S 
) SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
) C i v i l No. C 8 0 - 8 1 6 7 
JUDGE YOUNG 
D e f e n d a n t s / S t a t e of U t a h / answer t h e P r o p o s e d Second 
Amended C o m p l a i n t a s f o l l o w s : 
INTRODUCTION 
1 . Admit the a l l e g a t i o n s of paragraph 1, 2, 3, and 4 . 
2 . Denies the a l l e g a t i o n s of paragraph 5 . 
3 . Admit the a l l e g a t i o n s of paragraph 6 . 
4 . Deny the a l l e g a t i o n s of paragraph 1. 
5. Deny the allegations of paragraph 8. 
6. Admit the allegations of paragraph 9. 
7. Deny the allegations of paragraph 10. 
8. Admit the allegations of paragraph 11. 
9. Admit that Lyle Summers was a legal secretary for 
the Attorney General's Office and that she is the daughter of 
Owen and Carol Rushtonf and deny the remainder of paragraph 12. 
10. Deny the allegations of paragraph 13. 
11. Admit the first phrase of paragraph 14, but deny 
the last phrase of paragraph 14. 
12. Deny the allegations of paragraph 15. 
13. Deny the allegations of paragraph 16. 
14. Answer paragraph 17 by repeating the answers 
heretofore set forth in paragraphs 1 through 16 answers on 
Introduction. 
15. Deny the allegations of paragraph 18. 
16. Answer paragraph 19 by incorporating the answers 
to paragraphs 1 and 18 herein. 
17. Deny the allegations of paragraph 20. 
18. Deny the allegations of paragraph 21. 
19. Deny the allegations of paragraph 22. 
20. Deny the allegations of paragraph 23. 
21. Answer paragraph 24 by incorporating the Answers 
of paragraphs 1 through 23/ as incorporated herein. 
22. Admit the allegations of paragraph 25, but that 
said right of redemption only vests in Plaintiff at the 
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c o n c l u s i o n of t h e d e t e r m i n a t i o n of owner sh ip i f t h e C o u r t 
d e t e r m i n e s t h a t P l a i n t i f f has an owner sh ip i n t e r e s t t h e r e i n ; and 
i t e x i s t s fo r s i x (6) months p a s t what d e t e r m i n a t i o n which 
D e f e n d a n t , S t a t e of U t a h , assumes would occur a f t e r t h e t r i a l , 
u n l e s s s t i p u l a t e d t o p r i o r t h e r e t o . 
2 3 . Admit t h e a l l e g a t i o n s of p a r a g r a p h 26 . 
2 4 . Admit a s t o p a r a g r a p h 27 t h a t t h e C o u r t shou ld f i x 
t h e amount of r e d e m p t i o n if p l a i n t i f f p r e v a i l s , b u t d e n i e s t h e 
b a l a n c e of s a i d p a r a g r a p h . 
2 5 . D e f e n d a n t , S t a t e of U t a h , i n c o r p o r a t e s t h e answers 
to P l a i n t i f f ' s p a r a g r a p h s 1 t h r o u g h 27 , a s i n c o r p o r a t e d h e r e i n . 
2 6 . Deny t h e a l l e g a t i o n s of p a r a g r a p h 2 9 . 
2 7 . D e f e n d a n t s a r e w i t h o u t i n f o r m a t i o n or b e l i e f s 
s u f f i c i e n t t o a f f i r m or deny t h e a l l e g a t i o n s of p a r a g r a p h 30 and , 
t h e r e f o r e , deny the same. 
2 8 . D e f e n d a n t s i n c o r p o r a t e h e r e i n t h e i r answers t o a l l 
of P l a i n t i f f ' s a l l e g a t i o n s p a r a g r a p h s 1 t h r o u g h 30 a s 
i n c o r p o r a t e d h e r e i n . 
2 9 . Deny t h e a l l e g a t i o n s of p a r a g r a p h 3 2 . 
EISS.I_AFFIRMATIVE_DEFENSE 
1 . P l a i n t i f f ' s Second Amended Compla in t f a i l s to s t a t e 
a c l a i m upon which r e l i e f can be g r a n t e d . 
SECOND^AFFIRMATIYE.DEFENSE 
2 . P l a i n t i f f ' s f i v e c a u s e s of a c t i o n a s found in h i s 
Second Amended Compla in t were f i l e d w i t h t h e C o u r t a f t e r t h e 
s t a t u t e of l i m i t a t i o n s , a s found in U.C.A. 7 8 - 1 2 - 2 5 (1953) as 
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amended f had run and t h e r e f o r e t h e s e c a u s e s a r e i m p r o p e r l y b e f o r e 
t h e C o u r t and must be d i s m i s s e d . 
THIRD_AFFIMATIVE_DEFENSE 
3 . The S t a t e of U t a h , S tephen Schwendiman, and Does I 
and I I a r e n o t l i a b l e fo r any damages under Counts IV and V of 
P l a i n t i f f ' s Second Amended Compla in t by o p e r a t i o n of o f f i c i a l 
immunity p u r s u a n t t o U.C.A. § 6 3 - 3 0 - 4 (1953) as amended. 
FOURTO.AFFIRMATIVE_DEFENSE 
4 . The S t a t e of U t a h , S tephen Schwendiman, and Does I 
and I I a r e immune from s u i t under Counts IV and V of P l a i n t i f f f s 
Second Amended Compla in t by o p e r a t i o n of D.C.A. § 63-30-10 (1953) 
a s amended, i n t h a t immunity a p p l i e s f o r abuse of p r o c e s s and 
t h a t i s t h e on ly a l l e g a t i o n a g a i n s t D e f e n d a n t s . 
FIF TH_AFFIRMAT iy_E_ DEF EN£E 
5 . P l a i n t i f f ' s Second Amended Compla in t must be 
d i s m i s s e d because P l a i n t i f f s have f a i l e d t o comply wi th t h e 
N o t i c e Requ i r emen t s of t h e Governmenta l Immunity A c t , 
s p e c i f i c a l l y , U.C.A. § 6 3 - 3 0 - 1 1 and 1 2 . 
6 . P l a i n t i f f ' s o r i g i n a l and F i r s t Amended Compla in t 
d e a l t on ly wi th r e c o v e r y of p r o p e r t y , and n o t w i t h t o r t a c t i o n s 
a s a l l e g e d in P l a i n t i f f ' s Second Amended C o m p l a i n t . No n o t i c e or 
c l a i m was e v e r f i l e d w i th t h e S t a t e a t any t ime fo r t h e t o r t 
a c t i o n s p l e d , nor was such n o t i c e or t h e Second Amended Compla in t 
a l l e g i n g such a c t i o n s f i l e d w i t h i n one y e a r from t h e even t g i v i n g 
r i s e t o t h e a c t i o n s . T h e r e f o r e , P l a i n t i f f ' s c o u n t s a g a i n s t the 
S t a t e , Mr. Schwendiman, and Does I and I I must be d i s m i s s e d . 
- 4 - GO 
SIXTa_AFFIRMATIVE_.DEFENSE 
7 . The S t a t e of U t a h , S tephen Schwendiman, and Does I 
and I I a r e immune from s u i t under U.C.A. s e c t i o n 63-30-10 in t h a t 
t h e a c t s of n o t i c i n g and s e l l i n g p r o p e r t y by way of s h e r i f f ' s 
s a l e i s a d i s c r e t i o n a r y f u n c t i o n . 
SEVENTH_AFFIRMATIVE_DEFENSE 
8. P la in t i f f knew the State of Utah was interes ted in 
the two parcels of property, the subject of th i s lawsuit at the 
time of Lester Romero's Civil Welfare Fraud T r i a l , and did not 
record the deeds from which he claims t i t l e un t i l five days after 
the Utah Supreme Court entered i t s decision affirming the S t a t e ' s 
judgment. 
9 . P l a i n t i f f ' s own f a i l u r e t o a c t e x p e d i t i o u s l y in 
f i l i n g any deeds u n t i l a f t e r j u d g m e n t , knowing of t h e S t a t e ' s 
i n t e r e s t i n them i s t h e c a u s e of h i s own p rob lems and s a i d 
n e g l i g e n c e or knowing and d e l i b e r a t e d e l a y should no t be l a i d to 
t h e c h a r g e of t h e S t a t e , S t ephen Schwendiman, or Does I and I I . 
EIS.aTH_AFFIRMATIVE_DEFES£E 
10. P la in t i f f Maxfield was not fee t i t l e owner of the 
proper t ies in question a t the time the State obtained judgment 
against Romero in June, 1979, nor did he thereaf ter acquire any 
in t e r e s t superior to the judgment l ien of the State due to a 
fa i lue of consideration to the pa r t i e s of the alleged t i t l e 
t r ans fe r . 
- 5 -
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NINTH_AFFIRMATIVE_DEFENSE 
1 1 . The p r o p e r t i e s in q u e s t i o n were in t h e name of 
L e s t e r R. Romero a t t ime t h e judgment was e n t e r e d in favor of t h e 
S t a t e of U t a h , and t h e s u b s e q u e n t f i l i n g of deeds h e l d by 
Maxf ie ld some n i n e months a f t e r judgment does n o t e x t i n g u i s h t h e 
S t a t e ' s r i g h t t o s e l l Romero 's i n t e r e s t in t h e s u b j e c t 
p r o p e r t i e s . 
TENTa«AFFLRMATIY;E-.EEFE5LSE 
1 2 . The Utah Ru les of C i v i l P r o c e d u r e do n o t r e q u i r e 
p e r s o n a l i z e d n o t i c e t o l i e n h o l d e r s or t i t l e owne r s , b u t only 
p u b l i c a t i o n and p o s t i n g . 
1 3 . P u b l i c a t i o n in t h e D e s e r e t News and S a l t Lake 
T r ibune and p o s t i n g were done a s r e q u i r e d by law w i t h t h e 
p r o p e r t y d e s c r i p t i o n . This was n o t i c e t o P l a i n t i f f and t o t h e 
w o r l d . P l a i n t i f f s f a i l u r e t o appea r a t t he s a l e and p r o t e c t h i s 
i n t e r e s t e x t i n g u i s h e s h i s c l a i m in t h i s a c t i o n . 
EL^E^TH_AFFIRMTIYE_DEFE^gE 
1 4 . P u n i t i v e damages as r e q u e s t e d in Count V of 
P l a i n t i f f ' s Second Amended Compla in t a s a g a i n s t t h e S t a t e of 
U t a h , S t ephen Schwendiman and Does I and I I a r e b a r r e d by Utah 
Code Ann. s e c t i o n 63-30-22 (1953 / as amended ) . 
TWEL£TH_AFFIRMaiIYE.DEFEtl£E 
1 5 . The S t a t e of U t a h , S tephen Schwendiman, and Does I 
and I I a c t e d i n good f a i t h and a r e t h e r e f o r e immune irom s u i t 
under Utah Code Ann. s e c t i o n 63 -30 -4 (1953) a s amended. 
-
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WHEREFORE, Defendants, State of Utah, Stephen 
Schwendiman, and Does I and II pray as follows: 
1 . All counts of action against them be dismissed with 
prejudice . 
2 . P l a i n t i f f ' s causes of action seeking to set aside 
the sale of the proper t ies to the Rushton1s be denied. 
3 . The property should be quieted in purchasers 
Rushtons with Maxfield taking nothing by v i r tue of th i s ac t ion . 
4. That Rushton1s Third Party Complaint against the 
State of Utah be dismissed, there being no cause of ac t ion . 
5. That costs and a t to rney ' s fees be awarded to the 
State against P la in t i f f Maxfield, for having to defend th i s 
matter . 
6. That the Court grant judgment in behalf of the 
State against Reed Maxfield, the P la in t i f f , if the State owes 
Rushton any amounts by reason of the fact tha t Maxfield was not 
the real party in i n t e r e s t as to the rea l property involved in 
th i s matter . 
7 . For such other and further re l ie f as the Court 
deems equi table , proper, and j u s t . 
J DATED this _/J_i-- day of August, 19 87 
M. TA^ NER-
Assistant Attorney General 
LEONARD MCGEE 
Assistant Attorney General 
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HENRY S. NYGAARD, ESQ. (Bar No. 2435) - ^ 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT " C » ' " ^ 
Attorneys for Owen A. Rushton and Carol Rushton 
333 North 3 00 West ~~"~ 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
Telephone: (801) 328-2506 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and CAROL 
RUSHTON, LYLE SUMMERS, THE 
STATE OF UTAH, and JOHN DOES 
1 and 2, 
ANSWER OF OWEN A. RUSHTON 
AND CAROL RUSHTON TO 
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 
Civil No. C80-8167 
Judge: David Young 
Defendants, Owen A. Rushton and Carol Rushton, answer 
plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint as follows: 
I 
First Affirmative Defense 
Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint fails to state a 
cause of action upon which relief can be granted. 
Second Affirmative Defense 
The doctrines of estoppel and latches bar filing of a 
Second Amended Complaint. Actions must be filed within four (4) 
years in accordance with § 78-12-25 U.C.A. (1953) as amended. All 
-1- . X *~ O ^ 
of the causes of action now pleaded are not modifications of the 
original cause of action set forth in the plaintiff's first 
Complaint and first Amended Complaint but are allegations arising 
out of tort actions which are separate and apart from the original 
allegations and theories of the plaintiff's first Complaint and 
first Amended Complaint. Therefore, plaintiff is not entitled to 
file this Second Amended Complaint, 
Third Affirmative Defense 
Plaintiff by his own contributory negligence in failing 
to disclose the existence of the deeds which he subsequently 
recorded many months after the judgment was entered is the direct 
cause of any damage which he may now allege to have suffered. 
Fourth Affirmative Defense 
Plaintiff has failed to comply with each and every 
notice that must be filed in accordance with the government commu-
nity act as set forth in § 63-30-11 and 12, U.C.A. (1953) as 
amended; therefore, said Second Amended Complaint must be dis-
missed with prejudice. 
Fifth Affirmative Defense 
The judgment lien by the State of Utah against Lester 
Romero is superior to any claim, right, title or interest of the 
plaintiff. The plaintiff was not a fee title owner at the time 
the judgment was entered in June of 1979. 
Sixth Affirmative Defense 
-2- QUO*----
The defendants Rushton are innocent and bona fide third 
party purchasers at a Sheriff's Sale pursuant and in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Utah. 
Seventh Affirmative Defense 
There is no evidence whatsoever of any malice or willful 
conduct on the part of the defendants Rushton. The plaintiff is 
not entitled to any punitive damages against any of the 
defendants. The defendants Rushton further answer: 
1. Admit allegations contained in paragraphs 1, 2, 3 
and 4. 
2. Deny allegations contained in paragraph 5, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 29, and 32. 
3. Admit allegations contained in paragraphs 6, 9, 11, 
and 26. 
4. With respect to paragraph 12, the defendants admit 
that Lyle Summers is their daughter and was employed by the Office 
of Attorney General of the State of Utah. 
5. With respect to paragraph 14, the defendants deny 
because they have no knowledge or information on which to base any 
other conclusion. 
6. With respect to paragraph 17, the defendants 
incorporate their answers to the allegations set forth in para-
graphs 1-16. 
7. With respect to paragraph 19, the defendants 
-3- ooo 
incorporate their answers to allegations set forth in paragraphs 
1-18. 
8. With respect to paragraph 24, the defendants 
incorporate their answers set forth in paragraphs 1-23. 
9. With respect to paragraph 25, the defendants do not 
have sufficient information to know whether or not Max field has 
any right of redemption. This would be a matter for the court to 
determine. 
10. With respect to paragraph 27, defendants Rushton 
deny because they have no knowledge as to what right of redemption 
the plaintiff has and what, if any, relief the court would grant. 
11. With respect to paragraph 28, the defendants Rushton 
incorporate their answers to plaintiff's allegations 1-27. 
12. With respect to paragraph 30, the defendants Rushton 
deny that the homes have a value of $45,000.00 because the proper-
ties have not been appraised nor have they been sold. 
WHEREFORE, the defendants Rushton pray: 
1. All of the plaintiff's causes of action be dismissed 
with prejudice; 
2. Plaintiff's cause of action to set aside the 
Sheriff's Sale be denied; 
3. Court grant q; iet title to the property in favor of 
the defendants Rushton; 
4. Costs and attorney's fees be awarded to the defen-
ooosa3 
dants Rushton for having to defend this non-meritorious action; 
and 
5. Such other and further relief as the court deems 
just and proper. 
DATED this day of August, 1987. 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE Sc VINCENT 
Henry S. Nygaard 
Attorney for Defendants Owen A. 
Rushton and Carol Rushton 
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County of Salt Lake - State of Utah 
&,£) ^ W ^ l 
V\jJ4sr> ft • AX/..a^y-/9-vT.. •> 
CASE NO: <^ ? 4 - $/<:,-? 
Type of hearing: Div._ 
Present: Pltf.„ 
P Atty: %."&yj&L 
/: dL 
Annul.. 
Deft._ 
Supp. Order. OSC. 
D. Atty  
Sworn & Examirfe* ^ ^ ^ A c ^ J k : irfeck 
Pltf: 
Others: 
**ays^~ 
Deft:. 
Summons. 
Waiver 
Stipulation. 
Publication. 
Other / V ^ 7 
[Z Default of pitf/D^ft Entered 
Date: __ S"> 
Judge: _ 
Clerk: _ _ 
Reporter: 
Bailiff: _ 
of Htr/uei 
s 'YOUNG 
CINDY PORTER 
LAVERE BRADY 
ORDERS: 
LZ Custody Evaluation Ordered 
C Visitation Rights 
• Custody Awarded To 
Pltf/Deft Awarded Support $_ 
Pltf/Deft Awarded Alimony $_ Per Month/Year 
Per Month 
Alimony Waived 
L_ Payments to be made through the Clerk's Office:. 
Atty. fees to the. 
Home To: 
in the amount of Deferred 
,__ Furnishings To. , Automobile To: 
Each Party Awarded their Personal Property 
Pltf/Deft. to Maintain Debts and Obligations 
Pltf/Deft. to Maintain Insurance on Minor Children 
Restraining Order Entered Against 
Pltf/Deft. Granted Judgment for Arrearage in the Sum of $. 
90-Day Waiting Period is Waived 
Divorce Granted To 
Decree To Become Final: 
Former Name of 
As 
Upon Entry 3-Month Interlocutory 
Is Restored 
C Based on the failure of Deft to appear in response to an order of the court and on motion of PItfs counsel, court 
orders / shall issue for Deft. 
Returnable .Bail 
L_- Based on written stipulation of respective counsel/motion of Plaintiff's counsel, and good cause appearing theretor, 
court orders the above cas$ be and the same is hereby dismissed without prejudice. 
X ^ a s e d on written stipulation of respective counsel/motion of Plaintiffs counsel, court orders rJJJ/z-
yhi^^n^U ^ J ? 2 p ~ ^ £ j ^ QJfrvCLG th / A v / ^ - 7 ^ 
^ C = 
-Q0Q424 
DAVID L. WILKINSON #3472 
Attorney General 
STEPHEN J. SORENSON #3049 
Chief, Assistant Attorney General 
Litigation Division 
BERNARD M. TANNER #3185 
Assistant Attorney General 
LEONARD E. McGEE #2185 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for the State of Utah 
236 State Capitol Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114 
Telephone: (801) 533-5261 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD AND UTAHS' GREAT 
GAME PRESERVE, 
P l a i n t i f f s , 
v . 
OWEN A. RUSHTON, CAROL RUSHTON, 
e t a l . , 
D e f e n d a n t s . 
OWEN A RUSHTON and CAROL RUSHTON, 
T h i r d - P a r t y P l a i n t i f f s , , 
STATE OF UTAH, by and t h r o u g h 
U t a h S t a t e D e p a r t m e n t of S o c i a l ) 
S e r v i c e s , ] 
T h i r d - P a r t y D e f e n d a n t ] 
and T h i r d - P a r t y P l a i n t i f f , ] 
v . 
REED MAXFIELD, 
T h i r d - P a r t y D e f e n d a n t . ; 
i L IST OF PROSPECTIVE 
) WITNESSES 
i C i v i l No . C 8 0 - 8 1 6 7 
) JUDGE DAVID YOUNG 
QUO %ZS 
FliCS 'H C! r c w : OrHCc 
o A. . * I C C \ ' : J T * H 
AUG 20 4 4 ; FH '87 
Witnesses for Third Party Plaintiff and Thir 
Defendant will be as follows: 
Stephen G. Schwendiman 
Brenda Hofer 
Carlie Christensen 
Lyle Summers 
Gilbert Lisonbee 
Robert Collins 
Robert Grube 
Sgt. Kruger 
Salt Lake County Sheriff's Office 
Russ Sanderson 
Salt Lake County Sheriff's Office 
There will be four additional witnesses 
mortgage company to verify balances due on date of 
as other witnesses determined at a later date. 
V DATED this <?x^ day of August, 1987 
BERNARD M. TANKER 
Assistant Attorne-
FILE NO. C £6- %/<* -7 
TITLE: {- PARTIES PRESENT) COUNSEL ( • COUNSEL PRESENT) 
\JZ 
CJU.U* (1 .IR unite™ &aj 
•i/^ >yt_- C ifcrULu^*-^ 
T) Y>\ 
Gns\. 
^sr\ L/\. £ The 4JL * -
C'^&^^.t, A - CLERK HON X)nu^O <S i/tu/n^Tt 
flEPOHTEH 
DATE: UJUQAJ^J- &/ /9 
BAILIFF 
THE ABOVE ENTITLED CASE COMES NOW ON REGULARLY BEFORE THE COURT FOR 
PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE. COUNSEL APPEARING AS NOTED ABOVE. 
WHEREUPON THE FOLLOWING ISSUES ARE DISCUSSED BETWEEN RESPECTIVE COUNSEL 
AND THE COURT. THE COURT NOW ORDERS THE ABOVE ENTITLED CASE BE SET FOR THE 
FOLLOWING (SEE BELOW) OR SETTLED. 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(M 
<5) 
L62_ 
. DISCOVERY CUT-OFF DATE 
MOTIONS 
DATE FOR PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE 
LENGTH OF TRIAL JURY OR 
TRIAL DATE S#T,rJ.,^^ 
SETTLEMENT 
NON-JURY 
DATE 
i 
tli^h^ 
rL I 
, TIME 
„g-i/^T,, n 7 
C 7 )1 , 
£L^ n r^c.r 
J 7 £. r &\, Pr .c A-, v , 
000427 
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LORIN N. PACE, Esq .
 Br ^ i H . . . - -** 
Attorney for Plaint iff "*" 0EPU'v <~ 
431 South Third East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 328-9623 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants. 
AiMENDED COMPLAINT 
Civil No. 9C~ $H 
Plaintiff complains of Defendants as follows: 
1. Reed Maxfield is an individual, living in 
Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
2. Defendants, Owen A. Rushton and Carol Rush-
ton, are individuals residing in Salt Lake County, State of 
Utah. 
3. On or about the 29th day of June, a Judgment 
was granted in Case No. 216 9 37 against Lester Romero, and 
in favor of the State of Utah, by and through Utah State 
Department of Social Services in the amount of $11,981.21 
and $2,278.80 costs of suit and no attorney's fees, being 
a total judgment of $14,269.91. On the 29th day of August, 
1980, an Execution issued by the above-entitled Court and 
was put in the hands of Salt Lake County Sheriff for service 
4. Pursuant to said Execution, a Real Estate 
Execution Sale was held on the 1st day of Octooer, 1980, at 
12:00 noon, and certain real property was thereupon sold 
to Owen A. Rushton and Carol Rushton, his wife, as follows: 
The said Defendants paid $7,979.39 for Parcel 1, descrioed 
as follows: 
LOT 69, HILLSDALE SUBDIVISION, No. 6 
The Defendants paid a like amount for Parcel 2, described 
as follows: 
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The North 20 feet of Lot 18, all of 
Lots 19 and the South 15 feet of Lot 
20, Block 1, Waverly. 
5. At the tune of the Judgment on the 29th day 
of August, 1980, the real property above-referred to was owned 
by the Plaintiff, Reed Maxfield, who came into possession 
by means of a Quit Claim Deed from Golden Circle Investment 
Corporation on the 9th day of April, 1979. Lester and Maxine 
Romero, on the 9th day of April, 1979, had conveyed the real 
property referred to, to Golden Circle Investment Corporation. 
Said conveyance having been made on the 9th day of April, 
1979. 
6. Said conveyance was made pursuant to an obli-
gation created by a Uniform Real Estate Contract dated May 
21, 196 9, by which the obligation to convey was given to Beaver 
Investment Corporation, who thereafter assigned said rights 
to Golden Circle Investment. 
7. The Execution Sale held by the Sheriff of 
Salt Lake County on the 29th day of August, 1980, was defec-
tive m that it did not follow the procedures set forth in 
Rule 6 9E(3). "In case of real property, by posting a similar 
notice particularly describing the property for twenty-one 
days on the property to be sold at the place of sale, and 
also in at least three public places of the precinct or city 
where the property to be sold is situated, and publishing a 
copy thereof at least three times once a week for three 
successive weeks immediately preceding che sale in some news-
paper published m the County, if there is one." The sale 
is defective in that no posting ^as ever made on the property, 
and the sale I*5 void ab initio. 
8. The Execution Sale held on the 29th day of 
August, 1980, had the legal effect of conveying whatever 
right, title and interest in che property as may have seen 
owned at the time by Lester Romero, also known as Ralph G. 
Romero; however, all of the rignt, title and interest of 
Lester G. Romero had previously been conveyed to Golden 
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Circle Investment Corporation, which had thereafter con-
veyed the same to the Plaintiff. 
9. At the time of this Complaint, no Sheriff's 
Deed could be found recorded or in the Court file; however, 
if a Sheriff's Deed has been granted, the same should be 
declared null and void and set aside, and if a Sheriff's 
Deed has not been granted, the Sheriff should be en3omed 
from granting such a Deed, and title to the above-described 
premises, should be quieted in the Pamtiff. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that: 
1. The Sheriff be enjoined from granting a 
Deed to the properties described in the Plaintiff's Complaint; 
and 
2. That title to the property be quieted m the 
Plaintiff; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the 
Court deems just. 
DATED this _ > day of November, 1980. 
LORItf N. PACE, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
431 South THird East, Suite B-l 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Plaintiff's Address: 
LORIN N. PACE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
431 South Third East, B-l 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: 32 8-9623 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND 
FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 80-8167 
Plaintiff, REED MAXFIELD, by and through his attorney, 
LORIN N. PACE, respectfully moves the above entitled Court for a 
Summary Judgment and Decree, setting aside the sale of the two 
parcels of real property referred to m Plaintiff's Complaint. 
This motion is based upon the Amended Complaint and Affi-
davits on file or to be filed herein, and as pursuant to Rule 56, 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
DATED t h i s d a y o f M a r c h , 19 8 1 „ ~ \ 
/ 0 si J~*-« \ 
LORIN N. PACE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
4 31 South Third East 
Suite B-l 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Certificate of Mailing 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Motion for Summary Judgment to HENRY NYGAARD, Counsel 
for Defendants, Boston Building, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, this 
// day of March, 19 81. 
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5. That for at least six (6) months prior to the Sheriff's 
sale, the property had been of record in the name of REED MAXFIELD. 
a^ A , -~\--r-> ^ C -< LESTER R. ROMERO 
/-7 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this , / day of March, 
1981. 
My commission expires: 
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Notary Public 
Residing in Salt Lake County, Utah 
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LORIN N. PACE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
431 South Third East, B-l 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: 328-9623 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, "IN" AND 
FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
vs. 
Plaintiff 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. C-CO-8167 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
ss. 
REED MAXFIELD, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as 
follows: 
1. That he is the Plaintiff in the above entitled action. 
2. That paragraph 3(d) of his Affidavit of March 13, 1981, 
contained a statement in error and should read: 
3> (a) Is changed to read : May 21, 1969. 
(d) On March 25, 1980, deeds in (b) above 
were recorded. (See recording information on Exhibits 
1, 2, 3 and 4.) 
3. Deponent REED MAXFIELD was occupying one of the properties 
at the time of the sale, and no posting was ever made on that property 
<<6't 
REED MAXFIELD 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me th i s . / /"' Ci ( waay of March, 19 81. 
A U-c v. /••' <fcC^ 
i ' Notary Public 
Residing in Salt Lake County, Utah 
My commission expires: 
LORIN N. PACE 
Attorney for Defendant 
431 South Third East, B-l 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: 32 8-96 2 3 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND 
FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
vs. 
Plaintiff 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. C-80-8167 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
REED MAXFIELD, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as 
follows: 
1. That he is the Plaintiff in the above entitled action. 
2. That on or about the 9th day of April, 19 79, he did pur-
chase of GOLDEN CIRCLE INVESTMENTS, the two tracts of real property 
referred to in the Plaintiff's Complaint for a consideration of in 
excess of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($50,000.00), THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($30,000.00) of which was paid at the time the deed was issued, and 
the balance of TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($20,000.00) on March 20, 1981. 
3. That the chronology of matters pertinent to this case 
occured as follows: 
(a) On May 21, 1979, -che property referred to in Plain-
tiff's Complaint was sold in Assignment of Contract to BEAVER INVEST-
MENT COMPANY, a Partnership, which in turn was assigned to GOLDEN 
CIRCLE INVESTMENT, a Utah Corporation. 
(b) On April 9, 1979, LESTER ROMERO and wife conveyed to 
GOLDEN CIRCLE INVESTMENT and GOLDEN CIRCLE INVESTMENT conveyed to 
Plaintiff, REED MAXFIELD. (See Exhibits 1 , 2 , 3 and 4.) 
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(c) On June 29/ 1979/ Judgment was entered against 
LESTER ROMERO in Case No. 2169 37 m the Third Judicial District Court 
of the Salt Lake County/ State of Utah. 
(d) On March 25/ 1980/ deeds in (b) above were recorded 
August 29/ 1980. (See Exhibits 1/ 2, 3 and 4.) 
(e) On August 1/ 1980/ Sheriff of Salt Lake County levies 
on property, based on judgment in Case No. 216937. 
(f) On October 1/ 19 80/ Sheriff conducts Sheriff's Sale. 
4. At the time of sale the only asset which could be sold 
was the equity of LESTER ROMERO in the property. (The attached Affi-
davit of LESTER ROMERO shows that he had no equity interest m the 
property at the time of the conveyance. See Exhibit 5.) 
5. KEITH SMITH was present when a police officer approached 
the property to post notice. The notice was never posted. (See 
Exhibit 6.) No notice was posted on the property as provided by 
law in Rule 69(e)(1)(35 , Utah Rules of Civil Procedure: 
"...by posting notice...on the property to be sold..." 
(See Affidavit of KENT SMITH, a disinterested observer.) 
6. Plaintiff/ REED MAXFIELD, deponent, had no knowledge of 
the pending sale until after it was over. 
7. No notice of sale was given to REED MAXFIELD, owner of 
record. No notice of sale was given to LESTER ROMERO, the judgment 
creditor. 
uuf -v 7d4j>e 
REEQ. MAXFIELD 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this J3 day of March, 
1931. 
\y Notary Public 
Residing m Salt Lake County, Utah 
My commission expires: 
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HENRY S. NYGAARD, ESQ. 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT 
Attorneys for Defendants 
1100 Boston Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone No. (801) 328-2506 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants. 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
Civil No. 80-8167 
The Defendants, by and through their attorney, Henry S. Nygaara 
of the law firm of Beaslm, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent moves the 
Court to dismiss the above entitled action on the grounds that 
a necessary party has not been joined as a party Plaintiff. 
In particular, the Social Services Division, State of Utah, 
should be joined as a party Plaintiff, in that the State of Utah, 
on or about June 29, 1979, was rendered a Judgment against Lester 
Romero who was the fee title owner of the property at the date 
of the date the execution was issued, namely August 21, 198 0. 
The property was sold by a Sherif1's Sale on October 1, 1980 to 
the Defendants, Owen Rushton and Carol Rushton, his wife. A copy 
of the said Sheriff's Sale is attached and made a part of this 
Motion. 
In order to satisfactonly resolve this matter, the Pla-.nt-.f-, 
Reed Maxfield must establish his relationship with Lester Romero, 
also known as Ralph G. Romero, and the State of Utah, State 
Department of Social Services. 
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DATED this ' '•' day of December, 198 0. 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT 
Henry S. Nygaard 
Attorney for Defendants 
F i^ 
A:s:s:ani Attorney General 
236 Stare Capitol' 
Salt lake Citv, Utah 84114 
Telephone: 533-5261 
Plaintiff and 
Appellant, 
:.is vire, 
L-ersr.ci5.nts anc 
Kes^cr.de.-is . 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPOR-
CF STATE CF UTAH'S 
OPPOSITION TO INTER-
MEDIATE APPEAL 
No. 17719 
Stephen G. Schwencimar., having been duly sworn en oath, 
s:c:9s as follows: 
1. That he is an Assistant Attorney General for the 
State of Utah. 
2. That in June 1979, he prosecuted a welfare fraud 
action against Lester R. Rcr.ert m the Third District Court for 
Sal* Lake County, State of Utah, obtaining j 
the State, plus costs, in an a.~.ount tctailm 
-.he owner of property, the subject of the action filed by Mr 
r.ent en oer.a:: c: 
C * = G " Q - Z 
t. m a t piamtit- _-.axiie_c was caiiec as a v.'itness rcr 
Rortero and neither he, ncr Mr. Rcr.erc ever declared chat 
That Mr. Romero appealed that iudcr.er.t an cr.u zr.z 
<£~y&/ 31 i~ $ 
of Utah determined not to atterr.pt an execution during the appeal 
process even though no stay against such proceedings was issued. 
6. That immediately after this court affirmed the trial 
court, Mr. Romero and plaintiff had recorded deeds to the pro-
perties in question which bear the dare of April 1979, but had 
net been recorded until after this court had issued its opinion. 
7. That prior to execution, counsel for Mr. Romero and 
affiant discussed possible settlement options, none of which 
came to fruition. 
S. That a-fiant requested and did receive a preliminary 
title report in the summer of 19 30 relative to two parcels, which 
were subsequently scid at sheriff's sale. Said report listed 
Mr. Maxfield as fee owner. 
9. Affiant had conversations with the renters at the 
properties being sold, who indicated that notices had properly 
been posted and shoving interest in said properties for possible 
purchase. 
10. Affiant also had conversations with the Salt Lake 
County Sheriff's office relative to posting and notice and was 
given verbal confirmation that ail was m order. 
11. That affiant did knew that Mr. Maxfield had filed an 
action against the Rusntcns and had talked with Attorney !-:ygaard 
relative to the background of the case. At no time, however, 
did the State of Utah receive copies cf any pleadings, any 
notices, nor was the State cz Utah ever joined as a party until 
it was served with a complaint by the Rushtcns in April, 1931. 
12. The State of Utah did not know cf any summary judc--
ment hearing until after it was completed, and did not know cf 
the issues there: • involved. 
12. That the State cf Utah, who did m fact prosecute 
the sale, would need to present its evidence as to the issues 
involved, now knowing what the issues cf the suit are by 
County of Salt Lake - State of Utah 
kW^W^j,j 
Plaintiff 
Uajv£5V-— 
Defendant 
CASE NO . C%>8ik7 
Type of hearing: Div. 
Present:. Pltf. ^ 
P. Atty: USTCA ^ v o > . v/ 
Annul.. 
Deft.. 
Supp. Order_ OSC. Other, 
Summons. 
^yVaiver_ 
Stipulation, 
Publication. 
D. Atty: S T ^ ^ ^ ^ W A ^ U ^ ; '/V*&+^ f i e ^ t ^ 7 l / l u ( y ^ / i r i H Default of Pltf 
Sworn & Examined: 3 v * Date: ^ 2 5 " - ^ ^ 
/Deft Entered 
Pltf: 
Others: 
Deft:. De*rd Judge 
Clerk: J ^ r e ^ * . u r T l u ^ 
Reporter- b e n j ^ W - & A 
Bailiff: C l S y l / v h ^ ^ / f k LCIAVT ^ w - b r y -
ORDERS: 
D Custody Evaluation Ordered 
• Visitation Rights 
• Custody Awarded To 
• Pltf/Deft Awarded Support $ x 
• Pltf/Deft Awarded Alimony $ 
• Payments to be made through the Clerk's Office:. 
. « Per Month 
Per Month/Year • Alimony Waived 
• Atty. fees to the 
• Home To: 
in the amount of • Deferred 
D 
• 
• 
D 
• 
a 
• Furnishings To: _ _ _ 
D Each Party Awarded their Personal Property 
. Automobile To: 
Pltf/Deft. to Maintain Debts and Obligations 
Pltf/Deft. to Maintain Insurance on Minor Children 
Restraining Order Entered Against. 
Pltf/Deft. Granted Judgment for Arrearage in the Sum of $. 
90-Day Waiting Period is Waived 
Divorce Granted To. As 
Decree To Become Final: C Upon Entry 
Former Name of 
• 3-Month Interlocutory 
. Is Restored 
• Based on the failure of Deft to appear in response to an order of the court and on motion of Pltfs counsel, court 
orders / shall issue for Deft. 
Returnable . Bail. 
• Based on written stipulation of respective counsel/motion of Plaintiff's counsel, and good cause appearing therefor, 
court orders the above case be and the same is hereby dismissed without prejudice. 
\5f Based on miutm Bti[wlilinn nf respective counsel/motion of Plaintiff's counsel, court orders 
nr^L -b, ^ f l&ry- Jfi, VKLUH A »li 1C f W H 13 £ £ J. 
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>" v i/~ IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
•^ v V V ' STATE OF UTAH, by 
"'' jr ^  //, Utah State Departs 
A
 ;*
//./v|social Services, 
by and through 
ment of 
V} / /> • P l a i n t i f f , 
LESTER ROMERO a / k / a 
RALPH. G. ROMERO, 
Defendant. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Civil No. 216937 
This matter came on regularly for trial on the 13th 
of June, 1979 and continued through the 15th of June, 1979 
before the Honorable Dean E. Conder, Judae of the above entitled 
court, with a jury called and empaneled, but being dismissed 
without objection by either party, the plaintiff appearing 
by 2-c through Stephen G. Schwendiman, Assistant Attorney 
General, and the defendant appeared in oerson, representing 
him so* if and not being represented by an attorney, and th's court 
being fully advised, having heard testimony, and reviewed the 
evidence, makes the following: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. That the defendant is a resident of Salt Lake 
County, State of Utah and jurisdiction is proper in this matte 
2. That the defendant received public assistance frcr 
the State of Utah in an amount of Eleven Thousand Nine Hundred 
Eichry-one and 21/100 Dollars ($11,991.21) from plaintiff, cur 
the period of February, 19 69 through November, 19 73, interr.itt 
3. That at the time the defendant applied for public 
assistance, he denied owning any excess real property, being 
emtlcyec, or transfering any real property within five years 
prior to applying for welfare. 
4. That the defendant had transferred real property, 
J^UJ- /<* •1G 
or at least interest in real property within f:ive years prior 
to the application for welfare, most transfers taking place 
between the years 1967 and 1970. 
5. That the defendant was employed at the U.S. Post 
Office from approximately June, 1970 through October, 1973, 
with some Questions as to continuous employment having been 
raised but not critical to the decision in this case. 
6. That the defendant owned real property other than 
his own home or had interest in other property which was not 
reported in an excess amount of Twelve Hundred Dollars ($1,200.00) 
while he received public assistance payments. 
7. That the defendant never notified the plaintiff 
that he owned real property, had an interest in other property 
that he had transferred reaj. property, or that he was employed, 
knowing that notification of that information was necessary. 
8. That the State of Utah did rely on the information 
submitted by the defendant and determined a welfare grant based 
on misleading and false information to which detriment. 
9. That the defendant was not entitled to retain the 
public assistance benefits because he had transferred real property 
prior to receiving public assistance, he had been employed at 
the U.S. Post Office, and he owned or had an interest in real 
property other than his home in excess of Twelve Hundred Dollars 
($1,200.00) which rendered him ineligible for benefits during the 
period of February, 1969 through November, 1973. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. That the defendant received public assistance curing 
the period of February, 1969 through November, 197 3 in an amount 
of Eleven Thousand Nine Hundred Eighty One and 21/100 Dollars 
($11,981.21)to which he is not entitled. 
2. That the defendant received Eleven Thousand Nine 
Hundred Eighty-one and 21/100 Dollars ($11,981.21) in public 
assistance by willfully and with intention to defraud the State 
of Utah by failing to report accurately employment*, ownership 
47 
interest in properties and the transfers of properties, ell 
of which made the defendant ineligible for the funds. 
3. That because of the defendant's willfull withholding 
of material information, the Office of the- Assistance Payments 
Administration overpaid the defendant Eleven Thousand Nine Hundred 
Eighty-one and 21/100 Dollars ($11,981.21) which they would not have 
paid had the defendant revealed truthful information in this matter. 
4. That it was the defendant's responsibility to notify 
the Office of Assistance Payments Administrations of any material 
changes and report accurately the facts surrounding his application 
for welfare and continued receipt of welfare, which the defendant 
did not do, with the intent to defraud the State of Utah. 
5. That plaintiff is entitled to judgment for the full 
amount claimed in the complaint, that being Eleven Thousand Nine 
Hundred Eighty-one and 21/100 Dollars ($11,981.21), plus costs 
of this action for welfare benefits he received to which he was 
not entitled during the period of February, 1969 through November 
19 73 because of the fraudulent acts of the defendant. 
Dated this 1 C day of °( u o < , 1979. 
BY TH£ COURT: 
DEAN E'.-CONDER 
JUDGE 
ATTEST 
W STEflUNO FVANJ9 
O / / / 
MAILING CERTIFICATE ^H Ij ?> A <i<-f 11?£> 
A\ ,/Wity e'er. 
This is to certify that I mailed a true and exact copy 
of the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law to the 
defendant, Lester Romero at 62 66 South 2005 West, West Jordan, 
Utah on this */?& d ay of J ^ t / , 1979. 
STATE Of UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I THE UNDERSIGNED. CXER* Of TH€ D4S7RKT 
COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY. UTAH, DC' HSREB/ 
CERTIFY THAT THE ANNEXED AND FOREGOING *S 
A TF.UE AND FULL COPY OF AN ORlGiNAl DOCU-
MENT ON FILE IN MY OFFICE A£ SUCH CLERK 
WITNESS, MY HAND AN? SEAL OF SAIO O O ^ / 
cpN HINOLEY. CLS**. o
 / / ? A 
THIS , 
M P1X0 D *£/K ° 
IjWOGEiViB^Tj 
STEPHEN G. SCHWENDIMAN 
Assistant Attorney General 
150 West North Temple, Suite 234 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
Telephone: 533-7443 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH ^
 r 
^J
 /63 ACi J-^f 
STATE OF UTAH, by and through 
Utah State Department of 
Social Services, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LESTER RALPH ROMERO a/k/a 
RALPH G. ROMERO, 
Defendant. 
This matter came on recrularly for trial on the 13th 
of June, 1979 and continued through June 15, 19 79 before the 
Honorable Dean E. Conder, Judge of the above entitled court, 
with a ]ury called and empaneled, but being dismissed 
by agreement and stipulation, and the matter being fullv heard 
by the court, the plaintiff appearing by ard through Steoien 
G. Schwendiman, Assistant Attornev General, and the defendant 
appearing in person, representing himself, and not being 
represented bv any counsel, and the court having heard the 
testimony and having examined the proofs offered by their 
respective parties, and having entered its findings of fact 
and conclusions of law, and the court being fully advised in 
the premises, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED: 
1. That plaintiff, State of Utah is awarded a judgment 
against the defendant m tne amount of Eleven Thousand Nine 
Hundred Eighty-one and 21/100 Dollars ($11,981.21). 
2. That said judgment represents public assistance 
to which the defendant was not entitled because of his fraudulent 
withholding of material information, and willf^ll supolymg 
of false information witn trie intent to receive public assistance 
^ H a& VJT 
JUDGMENT AND ORDER 
Civil No. 216937 
to which he was not entitled. 
3. That plaintiff is awarded costs in this action. 
4. That all payments made to satisfy said judgment 
shall be made to the Office of Recovery Services, State of Utah, 
150 West North Temple, Salt Lake City, Utar 84103. 
Dated this L-£ d ay of Q\ y» ^ 1979. 
BY T&E COURT: 
ATTEST 
W STEflUNO EVANS 
^ CUEflK 
JUDGE ^ 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
This is to certify that I mailed a true and exact copy 
of the foregoing Judgment and Order, postage prepaid, to Lester 
Ralph Romero 6266 Sc^ ith 2005 West, West Jordan, Utah 840S4 on 
this ^ ^ T o f V^P^C r 197c 
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A No. 
C So ycu don't know who gave it to hi- personally, 
do you? 
A Yes. 
0 How do you know? 
A Eecause I was there when he went and did the 
transaction and cone back. 
Q Who went and did the* transaction? 
A Mr. Johnson and Mr. Romero. 
Q Which Mr. Romero? 
A Lester Ronero. 
MR. SCHWENDIMAN: NO further questions. 
THE COURT: How much longer do you anticipate 
with this witness? 
MR. ROMERO: Fifteen or twenty minutes. 
THE COURT: We're running overtime here. 
Do you think you'll be awhile on cross-examination? Mr. 
Maxfielc, we'll ask you to come back m the morning. 
We're going to run a lot longer than we anticipate. 
THE WITNESS: If we could do it tonight I 
would prefer it. I have an appointment m Ogden this 
afternoon tn. v-. T v -,,~ c \ i .. a d to cancel and it is causing me some 
problems. I would like to do it now, if I could do it. 
THE COURT: We'll go another 15 minutes. 
C (By Mr. Romero) You were familiar with the 
transaction at the Airport Motel, are you not? 
A Yes. I am. 
Q Did you have anything to do with that transaction? 
0 Wou2c vou tell us vou had to cc with it? 
k^ULcf \U 22] 
STEPHEN G. SCHWENDIMAN 
Assistant Attorney General 
235 State Capital 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114 
Telephone: 533-5261 
tar ^ 
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IK THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
?<ZED MAXFIELD, 
P l a i n t i f f , 
- v s -
CWEM A. RUSTON, and 
CAROL RUSTON, his wife, 
Defendants. 
OWEN ^. RU3HTON, and 
CAROL RUSTON, his wife, 
SIATE OF UTAH, by and through 
Utah Stare Department of 
Social Services, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
STATE QF UTAH, by and through 
Utah State Department of Social 
Services, 
Third-Party Defendant 
and Third-Party Complainant 
REED Xzxfield, 
Plaintiff and Third-
Partv Defendant. 
ANSWER OF STATE OF UTAH 
TO 
THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 
Civil No. 80-8157 
COMES NOW Stephen G. Schwer.diman, Assistant Utah Attorney 
General, and counsel for the Department of Social Services and 
answers Third-Party Plaintiff's Owen A. and Carol Rushton's 
ccmylaint as follows: 
1. Admit paragraphs I, and 2. 
000GS4 
2. Admit that portion of paragraph 3 declaring the sale to 
be valid, but deny the remainder of said paragraph. 
3. Admit that the state should pay the funds received 
from Third-Party plaintiff, but deny owing any costs, interest, 
penalty, or other expenses to them - thus denying the remainder of 
said paragraph. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
4. The lien placed on said property by the Judgment entered 
in the Third District Court under Civil No. 2169 37 takes precedence 
and is of record prior to the filing of any deeds to the contrary. 
5. That the state acted according to statute and rule and 
in all respects appropriately in requiring sale of the property 
in question to satisfy the judgment of record. 
6. That the sale of said property was accurately handled, 
and is a valid sale, and Reed Maxfield, original plaintiff has a 
subordinate interest to the judgment, and by not appearing to 
protect that interest has no further claim on said property. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
7. The State of Utah, in acting in good faith and accord-
ing to law, procedure, and rule at most would be subject to refund 
the amount received by the state for the sale of the property, if 
the court would so find the sale invalid. 
8. That all costs, interests, penalties, expenses related 
to the sale if any are awarded, should be paid by plaintiff Reed 
Maxfield, who, through his acts, have caused costs, delays, and 
expenses not being the result of actions of tne state. 
WHEREFORE, Third-Party defendant, State of Utah, prays the 
court as follows: 
1. That the sale of October 1, 1980 be declared a valid 
sale with all rights of ownership being found tc reside in Third-
Party plaintiffs. 
2. That the judgment-lien interest of tre State of Utan 
be found to be senior to tnat of plaintiff Maxfield. 
uoooss 
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3. That if the court rules that said sale is invalid, that 
all costs as alleged in the Third-Party complaint be charged 
against the plaintiff Reed Maxfield. 
4. For such other and for their relief as the court deems 
equitable, proper, and, just. 
DATED this _/jj£day of April, 1981. 
Respectfully submitted, 
'STEPHEN G. SCHWENDIMAN 
Assistant Attorney General 
M A I L I N G ^ I ! I I £ I ^ I I 
I certify a copy of the foregoing Answer and the attached 
complaint was mailed, postage prepaid tms ^ &aY f° April, 1981, 
to the following: 
Mr. Lorin N. Pace 
Attorney at Law 
4 31 South Third East, B-l 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Henry S. Nygaard, Esq. 
Beaslm, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent 
1100 Boston Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
7? 
Secretary 
uooess 
£? 
HFNRY S. NYGAARD, ESQ. 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT 
Attorneys for Defendants 
1100 Boston Building 
Salt Lake City, Utan 84111 
Telephone No. (801) 328-2506 
IN TFE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE Of UTAH 
REED MAXFIELD, 
Plaintiff , 
vs. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON, and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Defendants. 
OWEN A. RUSHTON, and 
CAROL RUSHTON, his wife, 
Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, by and through 
Utah State Department of Social 
Services, 
T h i r d - P a r t y D e f e n d a n t s . 
ANSWER AND COLNTERCLAIM 
C i v i l No. 30-8167 
The Defendan t s answer t h e P l a i n t i f f ' s Compla in t a s f o l l o w s : 
1. That the P l a i n t i f f ' s Complaint f a i l s to s t a t e a 
cause of act ion upon which r e l i e f can be g ran ted , and there fore 
said Complaint should be dismissed with p re jud ice . 
2. That the Plaintiff, Ree-^  Maxfield has no interest 
in the real property which is the subject matter of this litigatio-
in that the State of Utah, by and through the State Department 
of Social Services legally and lawfully sold sale oropert/ by 
Sheriff's Sale on October 1, 1980 pursuant to a Judgrent entered 
against Lester Romero, also knowr as Ralpn G Romero on June 29, 
1979 in case number 216937. Owen Rushton and Carol Rushton are 
the legal, lawful owners of said property pursuant to said 
Sheriff's Sale. 
000052 
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3. The Plaintiff's are estopped from making any claim 
against said property because of their fradulent conduct in 
connection with Lester Romero, and therefore, should be denied 
any relief. 
4. The Defendants further allege: 
A. Admit allegations contained m paragraphs one, 
two, three, and four of said Complaint. 
B. Deny allegations contained in paragraphs five, 
six, seven, eight, and nine of said Complaint. 
C. Defendants specifically allege that Maxfield at 
no time had any rightful interest m and to the said property, and 
that dealings between Romero and Ilaxfield were fraudulent in 
nature as a means of trying to prevent the State of Utah from 
knowing that Lester Romero was the true and correct fee title 
owner of said property. 
WHEREFORE, the Defendants pray that the Plaintiffs 
Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, the Plaintiff to bear all 
costs of this action. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
The Defendants, Owen Rushton and Carol Rushton, his wife, 
counterclaim against the Plaintiff as follows: 
1. Since October 1, 1980, the date said property was sold 
by Sheriff's Sale, the Plaintiff personally and by and through his 
agent, Lester Romero, have continually harrassed the tenants of 
the Plaintiff with respect to said premises, and have been 
wrongfully collecting the rents, thus depriving Rushton1s, the 
owners of the property, the rents to which they are entitled. 
2. The Plaintiffs have received approximately $800.00 
in rents that is the property of the Defendants. Defendants have 
made demand for return of said rents, but the Plaintiff has 
refused to pay said rents over to the Defendants. 
3. The Defendants are entitled to receipt of the rents 
improperly obtained by the Plaintiff, and are further entitled to 
an Order of this Court compelling the Plaintiff to refrain from m 
000054 
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any way, interfering with Defendant's tenants, or in any way 
receiving any rentals in the future. 
WHEREFORE, the Defendants pray that the Court enter 
Judgment on the Counterclaim as follows: 
1. Defendants be awarded a Judgment in tne sum of $800.00 
for rents improperly retained by the Plaintiff. 
2. Plaintiff be ordered to refrain from in any way 
interfering with Defendant's tenants or obtaining any of the 
rents owing by tenant to the Defendant. 
3. Any other relief the Court deems just in the premises. 
DATED this day of April, 1981. 
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCrNT 
Henry S. Nygaard 
Attorney for Defendants 
